Extracting Stage-Specific and Dynamic Modules Through Analyzing Multiple Networks Associated with Cancer Progression.
Determining the dynamics of pathways associated with cancer progression is critical for understanding the etiology of diseases. Advances in biological technology have facilitated the simultaneous genomic profiling of multiple patients at different clinical stages, thus generating the dynamic genomic data for cancers. Such data provide enable investigation of the dynamics of related pathways. However, methods for integrative analysis of dynamic genomic data are inadequate. In this study, we develop a novel nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm for dynamic modules ( NMF-DM), which simultaneously analyzes multiple networks for the identification of stage-specific and dynamic modules. NMF-DM applies the temporal smoothness framework by balancing the networks at the current stage and the previous stage. Experimental results indicate that the NMF-DM algorithm is more accurate than the state-of-the-art methods in artificial dynamic networks. In breast cancer networks, NMF-DM reveals the dynamic modules that are important for cancer stage transitions. Furthermore, the stage-specific and dynamic modules have distinct topological and biochemical properties. Finally, we demonstrate that the stage-specific modules significantly improve the accuracy of cancer stage prediction. The proposed algorithm provides an effective way to explore the time-dependent cancer genomic data.